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evergreen for Accounting Firms

For accounting firms, managing different accounts, projects, and resources can be quite complex. By 
depending on digital spreadsheets or basic accounting tools to manage your workflows, you put yourself at risk 
– of errors, inefficiency, and even litigation. 

However, with the right project management solutions, accounting teams can be empowered to be more 
proactive than reactive – in managing resources, time and budgeting, billing and invoicing, ensuring on-time 
delivery of processes and payments, and in establishing consistent processes for everything from timesheets 
to taxes. These solutions also help you stay compliant with multiple accounting and taxation rules as well as 
auditing standards. Not only does this produce better results for clients, but it also gives you a competitive 
edge over firms that rely on outdated methods. 

evergreen for Accounting Firms
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evergreen for Accounting Firms: Timesheets to taxes in one place

evergreen for Accounting Firms is sa.global’s next-generation, cloud solution built specifically for accounting firms 
to address the complete service lifecycle  from ‘bid to bill’. The solution works as a processing and transactional 
engine for core functions like project management, time and billing, scheduling, and onboarding. Built on the 
Microsoft Cloud Platform, evergreen integrates your data, business logic, and processes for efficient project, 
accounting, financial, and resource management.

Supports the complete 
services lifecycle from 
‘bid to bill’
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Why choose evergreen for your accounting firm?

• Centralize your operations in a single place

Leverage an all-in-one solution to plan your 
tasks and resources in a more effective way 
than spreadsheets or disparate ERP/ Project 
Management Systems

• Monitor your projects in the cloud

Control your accounting projects in the cloud, 
no matter where your projects or resources are. 
Assign tasks, automate workflows, and streamline 
time, billing, and payments with a connected 
experience

• Record accounting transactions seamlessly

Use a single finance system to manage both, cash 
basis and accrual basis accounting, to record 
revenues and expenditure, depending on your 
client’s accounting system

• Manage complex fee and billing structures

Get the flexibility to manage complex pricing 
structures – from time-based to fixed fee pricing 
– as well as billing methods, based on each client 
and service provided

• Maintain ethical compliance

Ensure the security and integrity of confidential 
client data by restricting access and monitoring 
permissions, without obstructing collaboration 
demands

• Improve user adoption

Benefit from a solution that is easy to learn 
and use, thereby increasing user adoption and 
maximizing the value of your investment
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Extend the capabilities of 
evergreen with empower

The empower suite of productivity apps are specifically 
crafted for project-based businesses to extend the 
capabilities of the evergreen platform. Built on the 
Microsoft business cloud, it leverages the Microsoft Power 
Platform – Power Automate, Power Apps, and Power BI, 
Microsoft Teams, and Microsoft 365 to offer a user-friendly 
experience.

You can now empower your firm, sales, and people with 
management reporting, time and billing, analytics and 
insights, collaborative tools, and client relationship insights.
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empower pulse

empower pulse is a focused workspace that interacts with the evergreen suite to provide easy access to key 
information, actions, and insights. Embedded in Microsoft Teams, empower pulse uses tiles linking to information 
such as a list of clients, invoice proposals, work items, expense reports, project status, project balances, and key 
responsibilities. 

There are three options of empower pulse available to users: 

1. empower pulse for employees

• Provides employees within your organization with information about current projects, tasks, and leave and time 
recording

• Enables employees to track time recorded against targets

• Works with empower assistant to notify employees on tasks such as timesheet submission, project time targets 
per day/week/ month, etc

empower pulse for employees

https://saglobal.com/downloads/flyers/empower-assistant.pdf
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2. empower pulse for role-based

• Provides project users with a view of tasks and information they need based on their assigned roles

• Brings together quick links to interact with evergreen, such as recording time or approvals

• Interacts with empower projects – a specific BI package created to track key financial metrics specific to 
specific to your industry

empower pulse for role-based
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empower pulse for project teams

3. empower pulse for project teams

• Creates a secure group within Microsoft Teams for employees working on a specific project

• Provides easy access to project team members to: 

 – securely discuss issues

 – arrange calls directly in Microsoft Teams

 – review performance of the team members

• Provides a proactive financial snapshot of the project with information around last invoices, items outstanding, 
and WIP
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Designed for accounting firms 
to work smarter
For Sales and Marketing 
Teams 

• Determine the relationship strength of a contact 
with a scoring system that measures the 
different interactions

• Find the best connection path to the prospect

• Take decisions based on scores of who is best 
to progress an opportunity with the prospect

For Project Teams 

• Leverage an end-to-end solution that provides 
all information on a single platform, rather than 
going through multiple systems that are siloed/ 
disparate

• Ensure effective resource allocation with 
visibility into experience, qualifications, 
certifications, memberships, etc. and share 
work across teams and geographies

• Gain comprehensive project portfolio analytics 
with easy-to-consume reporting on contract/ 
project cost and revenue, earned value, 
utilization metrics, etc

• Support collaboration and communication 
through a centralized solution that ensures 
higher utilization rates and greater project 
margins

For Finance Teams

• Integrate finance and operations to gain 
visibility into changes that might affect revenue, 
profitability, and cash flow – all on one system

• Create accurate and efficient invoices with the 
ability to constantly view any additional scope/
change to the project

• Improve timeliness and accuracy of accounting 
procedures with easy-to-use and flexible 
expense management along with the ability 
to support complex fee structures with multi-
discipline fee combinations and cost multipliers, 
combinations of T&M and Fixed Fee based 
contracts

• Improve efficiency of billing, collections, and 
other critical financial operations with a tool that 
can be accessed anytime, anywhere

For HR Teams 

• Leverage HR functions that are embedded in 
the ‘flow of work’ – in Microsoft Teams, where 
employees spend most of their workday

• Organize and manage employee data 
effectively, for example, tracking employment 
contracts, tracking employee start/ leaving 
data, monitoring working hours, etc

• Perform 360-degree employee reviews

• View and maintain working patterns for 
employees and contractors

• Perform payroll processing functions with ease 
by exporting employee data from evergreen 
to the third-party payroll system in specific 
templates, with updated details on starters/ 
leavers

• Use self-service options to gather sensitive 
information like Diversity Declaration

• Enable additional security roles within the 
organization to accurately reflect the make-up 
of HR Teams

For IT Teams 

• Run an end-to-end system that is true cloud 
giving you control over cloud costs, where it 
lives, customizations, configurations, what it 
integrates with, etc

• Configure role-based views of relevant data 
so that employees have faster access to the 
information they need and want

• Integrate with other Microsoft tools to provide 
added functionality through a familiar interface.

• Administer security, business continuity, and 
disaster recovery programs with ease
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www.saglobal.com

info@saglobal.com

EMEA: +44 (0) 2921 055902

Americas: +1 312-757-5499

APAC: +65 62084857

Let’s talk
Member of

Microsoft’s Inner Circle
for ten years in a row

11-time Winner
of the Microsoft Dynamics
Partner of the Year Award
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Accelerate your evergreen 
journey with sa.go!

Now get your evergreen solution running in just 
a few weeks with sa.go! – our unique business-
ready bundle of SaaS products and services. sa.go! 
provides rapid value through a proven architecture, 
defined and tested processes, ready-to-use data 
models and report packs, advisory hours, and 
Managed Services. All this packaged in an easy to 
consume, per user per month subscription price 
model which helps you scale your systems as your 
business grows.

With sa.go! you benefit from business-ready 
solutions across the entire value chain – business 
development, project delivery, talent management, 
and finance – to speed up your time-to-value from 
the Microsoft Cloud.

www.saglobal.com
mailto:info@saglobal.com

